ABSTRACT Hardware/software codesign involves various design problems, including system specification, design space exploration, hardware/software co-verification, and system synthesis. An effective codesign process requires accurately predicting the performance, cost and power consequence of any design trade-off in algorithms and hardware configuration. This paper presents a new co-design methodology called R-codesign. Based on new modeling and partitioning techniques for reconfigurable embedded systems, R-codesign creates a task allocation of SW functions and HW behaviors based on the user constraints and using heuristics. The modeling approach relies basically on probabilistic estimations of the executions of system tasks. Hardware and software specifications are the inputs of R-codesign which constructs partitions (clusters of tasks) and maps them to a specified heterogeneous multiprocessor system-on-chip execution platform with field-programmable gate array. Several design constraints are evaluated and tested during the partitioning and mapping process. We have developed a visual environment called SPEX that implements this methodology. SPEX computes a control matrix which is a pre-computation of validated mappings that will occur in a case of a system reconfiguration. SPEX is an open source, fast and provides efficient results for the codesign of reconfigurable embedded systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
The complexity of designing embedded systems is constantly increasing which motivates the need for using more efficient tools and design methodologies. Methodologies that employ modeling techniques at a low level abstraction are no more applicable due to this complexity. We propose in this work a new codesign methodology, based on high level abstraction modeling techniques, which deal with coarse grain components that increase productivity. We remember that hardware/software co-design is the technique of designing concurrent hardware and software components of an embedded system. Generally, hardware/software co-design starts with a specification step followed by a modeling step in which designers have to decide which part of the system should be mapped on hardware and which part on software. The hardware/software partitioning step follows. It is a combinational optimization problem that assigns the system functions to the target architecture on the software and hardware domain under the condition of meeting the design constraints. This is a key task in the system level design since the decisions made during this step directly impact the performance and cost of the final implementation. Another aspect of hardware/ software design methodologies is their incapability to roll back hardware/software partitioning decisions. This flexibility is an important aspect allowing to early discover the consequences of a particular hardware/software partitioning decision and, if deemed inappropriate, exploring another [2] . One way of achieving this goal is to develop abstract hardware/software models during the partitioning process which can be used to assess these decisions.
Another main performance issues in embedded systems design is to guarantee the results within a given time. Such systems that have to fulfill posed constraints are called realtime systems [3] . Most of these real-time embedded systems interact with the external environment, which means that task executions are triggered by external events [4] . The system response should be modulated according to the stimulus from outside. Designers of such systems make use of reconfigurable components and the system implementation becomes a kind of building blocks game [5] , [6] . These systems undergo unpredictable events that require adequate online decisions so as to maintain the desired performance and schedulability [7] . A reconfiguration event is defined as an internal/external event that leads to add/remove tasks [8] . Consequently, any reconfiguration scenario may increase the energy consumption and/or make some tasks to violate their deadlines. Thus, this flexibility adds more complexity in their design process [9] , [10] . Moreover, in real-time systems, tasks scheduling is critical and depends on previous mapping steps among the system processing elements [11] , [12] .
In the present paper, we propose a methodology called R-codesign for reconfigurable co-design. It aims to find solutions for modeling and partitioning probabilistic realtime systems having multiple reconfiguration scenarios. R-codesign creates a task allocation of SW functions and HW behaviors based on the user constraints and using heuristics. Guaranteed available resources, feasible scheduling and a generation of a reconfiguration controller are the main concern. The gain of the methodology resides in two aspects: (i) the estimation of the execution flow allows to map the most probabilistic functions to be executed, to be stored together, and hence the communication costs will be reduced and the overall performance will be enhanced, (ii) the precomputed mapping of the possible execution scenarios allows to reconfigure the system at run-time with a minimum reconfiguration overhead.
Firstly, R-codesign presents an abstract model for hardware/software systems allowing early exploration of hardware/software executions and evaluation of design alternatives. This model supports incremental refinement and evaluation at multiple abstraction levels. The separation between software and hardware tasks is supposed to be manually done by users. The decision is made by an expert after a complexity study of each module (node in the DAG) who knows the computational requirements of the system processing flow. Hardware is limited to specifically designed tasks that are, taken independently, very simple. Software implements algorithms that allow to complete much more complex tasks. The entry point for R-codesign is a hardware/software specification modeled by a DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph) where nodes are software functions or hardware behaviors. The edges of these DAGs are valued with a probabilistic estimation of their connecting nodes execution along with the communication cost of the communicating nodes. The goal of the methodology is to partition and map all predefined possible configuration scenarios off-line into a hardware target architecture that is mainly an MPSoC and implement a controller that will supervise and reconfigure the system on-line [13] . All the important and more likely configuration scenarios are pre-computed and given as input to the methodology. Each possible configuration is composed of a set of periodic tasks modeled according to the proposed DAGs presentation. Thus, we developed adequate partitioning and mapping techniques for the proposed hardware/software model. This partitioning/mapping approach is called I-codesign. Several design constraints are considered in this work such as the inclusion/exclusion constraint which is related to the functional specification of processors. An optimization phase is applied at the end of the I-codesign using the Kernighan-Lin algorithm [14] in attempt to find an optimal series of interchange operations between communicating elements in the DAGs. I-codesign treats the software functions and the hardware behaviors separately and then a co-simulation step decides whether or not the mapping results satisfy the design constraints. If I-codesign fails to map the specification, then R-codesign reports the issues to the user in order to tune the input parameters. Otherwise, the results are stored in a controller matrix which will be used by the reconfiguration controller at run-time. In case of large systems, the global mapping matrix could be brokendown into small matrices controlled by multiple controllers in a distributed fashion which avoids reconfiguration fetch overhead.
At last, R-codesign is a codesign methodology that allows to rapidly evaluate hardware/software systems using abstract models. The partitioning and mapping results reveal its efficiency. Indeed, it guarantees a feasible solution and enhances the overall performance compared with existing methodologies.
The paper proceeds as follows. The next section describes useful background. Section III presents the system formalization and the notations used in this paper. In Section IV the R-codesign methodology is developed. Section V exposes the experimental results and finally we conclude this paper in Section VI.
II. STATE OF THE ART
Hardware/software codesign can be considered as the process of concurrent and coordinated design of an electronic system comprising hardware as well as software components based on a system description that is implementationindependent [15] , [16] . One of the key problems in hardware/software codesign is hardware/software partition- VOLUME 6, 2018 ing [17] . One of the most relevant works dealing with partitioning is presented in [18] : A very sophisticated integer linear programming model for the joint partitioning and scheduling problem for a wide range of target architectures. This integer program is part of a 2-phase heuristic optimization scheme which aims at gaining better timing estimates using repeated scheduling phases, and using the estimations in the partitioning phases. The work in [19] presents a method for allocation of hardware/software resources for optimal partitioning. During the allocation algorithm, an estimated hardware/software partition is also built. The algorithm for this is basically a greedy algorithm: It takes the components one by one, and allocates the most critical building block of the current component to hardware. The study in [20] shows an algorithm to solve the joint problem of partitioning and scheduling. It consists of basically two local search heuristics: one for partitioning and one for scheduling. The two algorithms operate on the same graph, at the same time. The work in [21] considers partitioning in the design of ASIPs (application-specific integrated processors). It presents a formal frame work and proposes a partitioning algorithm based on branch and bound. The research in [22] presents an approach that is largely orthogonal to other partitioning methods: it deals with the problem of hierarchically matching tasks to resources. It also shows a method for weighting partially defined user preferences, which can be very useful for multiple-objective optimization problems [23] .
Along with the partitioning and mapping problem, co-simulation becomes an important area of research for the early validation of design decisions [24] , [25] . In co-simulation, the execution of software on CPUs is simulated using a virtual model of the processor hardware or with simulation models as ISS (Instruction Set Simulator). ISS reduces the complexity of the system design compared with performing a pure gate level or register transfer level (RTL) hardware simulation, which is typically too much slow. The co-simulation problem lies in coupling different models to make the hardware simulation sufficiently accurate [26] . Nowadays, we already live in a third generation of co-design technology with cross-level design environments for the synthesis of complex electronic systems [27] , [28] . During the last decade, many important milestones of progress with respect to the initial findings have been achieved [29] , [30] . Several design environments have been developed: SARA [31] , ADAS [32] , PTOLEMY [33] , and PML [34] .
In the present work, we introduce a new co-design methodology based on constructive and iterative partitioning phases. The originality of this work compared with the previously proposed approaches in the literature resides in multiple aspects including:
• A probabilistic estimation of the software models aiming to predict the execution flow which leads to an improvement in the codesign results and a noticeable enhancement in the performance of the system, 
III. FORMALIZATION
This section presents the formalization of a hardware/ software system specification. We also explain the partitioning techniques used in R-codesign.
A. SYSTEM MODEL
In this study we target an MPSoC hardware architecture as an executing platform [35] . It is composed of a single master tile controlling multiple slave tiles. Each tile is composed of a CPU (Central Processing Unit), a local memory and a reconfigurable hardware allowing the implementation of custom hardware used for acceleration purpose. The master tile includes I/O interfaces. In a classic use case, the master tile receives through these interfaces external data events from sensors and reconfigure the system tasks and hardware behaviors accordingly. The tiles communicate through a communication medium which can be a bus, a NoC (Network on Chip), a crossbar or a shared memory. A hybrid memory model is adopted i.e., each tile has its own private memory. The considered tiles can communicate through a global shared memory where an upper bound on the time required to access the shared resource is considered. We assume that software tasks are those executed by programmable processors (e.g., GPP (General Purpose Processor) and DSP (Digital Signal Processor)). Their implementation is an executable code while hardware tasks are those implemented by a specific programmable integrated circuit. Hardware tasks are generally provided as IPs (Intellectual Property) written in a hardware description language (e.g., VHDL, verilog) and implemented by FPGAs or dedicated ASICs (Application Specific Integrated Circuit). We assume that all processors are homogeneous and same for FPGAs in order to simplify the understanding of our methodology through the exposed examples. The proposed methodology remains valid even with heterogeneous processing elements. The system model is divided into γ configurations. A con-
, is a set of tasks to be executed when the configuration is initiated. Each task in a configuration is considered as a graph of elementary functions/behaviors with their intrinsic proprieties and constraints. A task
, where (i) V i is a set of nodes that correspond to behaviors or functions, and (ii) E i is a set of arcs which describe the connections between functions/behaviors. Each task T i is composed of n i,1 behaviors and n i,2 functions. A hardware behavior denoted by B j,i is described as a 5-tuple 
, where E sw k stands for the execution time of F k,i on CPU, M sw k denotes the memory size in byte required by F k,i , C sw k represents the power consumption of the software function, and D sw k and P sw k denote respectively its relative deadline and period. We also consider inclusion/exclusion constraints. They are used to impose at a couple of functions and/or behaviors to be executed either on the same computing unit or on different ones. These constraints are expressed by the following functions:
• Exclu(F k,i ) is a set that groups functions which have not to be executed on the same processor with the function F k,i . This constraint is modeled within the task representation by marking the symbol ⊂ on the function F k,i which means that F k,i should not be executed with its predecessors on the same computing unit.
• Inclu(F k,i ) is a set that groups functions which have to be executed on the same processor with F k,i . This constraint is modeled by marking the symbol ⊂ on F k,i which means that F k,i should be executed with its predecessors on the same computing unit. The edges are weighted with a couple ≺Pr k , Cc k where Pr k is the probability of executing this edge and Cc k is the communication cost of data transfer between the two nodes. We consider that the data are always fetched by software functions and propagated to the hardware behaviors where it is attached to. Figure 2 presents an example of the proposed specification. The system is composed of n i,1 = 8 hardware behaviors and n i,2 = 5 software functions connected with valued edges. Inclusion constraints are visible on F 2,i , F 5,i , B 3,i and B 8,i while the exclusion constraints are present on F 4,i and B 6,i . The design constraints are user-defined parameters in the system model which are set according to a prior performance study. The goal of the current paper is to provide a solution that places the tasks in the related devices under real-time, energy and memory constraints.
The aim of the design formalization is to generate a controller allowing an efficient system reconfiguration.
Problem Statement: Given target hardware following the previously described tile based execution model and our R-codesign System model (DAG of tasks comprising software functions and hardware behaviors with a set of constraints along with their execution estimated probabilities), find an appropriate mapping for each possible configuration that respects available hardware resources while satisfying real time and energy constraints.
B. I-CODESIGN METHODOLOGY
The R-codesign partitioning reuses I-codesign partitioning algorithms [36] and extends them to hardware behaviors. The goal of I-codesign is to achieve a concurrent design between the probabilistic task model and the hardware architecture previously described in a manner that fulfills all the system requirements and respects the design constraints. Each phase of the I-codesign has its own constraint(s) and terminates when all the nodes characterized with the specified constraint(s) are mapped. Firstly, we apply I-codesign to software functions ignoring the hardware behaviors. Then in a second step we perform the same steps to hardware behaviors.
1) FUNCTIONAL PARTITIONING
Evaluates the inclusion/exclusion constraints between graph nodes. Then, this phase creates clusters depending on these constraints. The inclusion/exclusion constraint decides the number of the physical components when placing the functions/behaviors.
We place the rest of the functions/behaviors in the already used physical components within the limits of available resources. In the case of resource shortage, other physical components are allocated. If there are available memory and energy on a created cluster, then sub-tasks from different VOLUME 6, 2018 end if 23: end for 24: end for 25 :
Add_C(cluster 1 , tc) 27: end if 28 :
Add_C(cluster 2 , tc) 30: end if 31: end procedure tasks can be associated to the cluster. The main rules applied at this level are:
and F h,i on the same cluster, Inclusion/exclusion is a hard constraint, thus clustered elements are locked and they will not be moved to other clusters during the remaining process.
2) HIERARCHICAL PARTITIONING
Clusters the remaining functions that have no inclusion/exclusion constraints. The functions are evaluated by their connecting edges probabilities and high probability values are treated first. For each remained function F k,i , all its predecessors are assessed to determine the highest probability value of their connecting edges. F k,i is associated to the cluster where the predecessor having the highest edge probability value is located. The rules to be applied are:
Algorithm 2 Hierarchical Partitioning
• Rule 3: for any remaining un-clustered F k,i ∈ T i , determines its predecessors F k−1,i in the DAG of T i ,
• Rule 4: For any F k,i , extracts the highest edge's probability couples ≺ F k,i , F k−1,i and cluster F k,i with its related clustered functions having the highest edge probability.
3) Kernighan-Lin
Optimizes the generated clusters. This phase evaluates both probability and communication cost on the edges connecting functions by gain calculation. If the gain is positive, then the function is moved to another cluster.
This step applies the following rules:
• end if 13: end if 14: end for 15 : end procedure
The kernighan-lin optimization algorithm is described with Algorithm 3 where (i) ttask is a table containing tasks of a configuration, (ii) tc is a table that will hold the constructed clusters, (iii) tf is a table that will hold the functions that are not affected with the inclusion/execution constraints, (iv) maxGain(F, tab) is a function that returns a function having a maximum gain value when stored with the function F on the same cluster from a table tab storing F predecessors, and (v) Remove(c, F) is a function that removes a function F from a cluster c.
IV. R-CODESIGN
In this section, we present the R-codesign methodology. A system specification according to the proposed probabilistic modeling DAGs is the input of R-codesign. From these DAGs, hardware and software tasks are extracted and processed through the I-codesign engine. A mapping process follows the I-codesign algorithms and a mapping matrix is generated in order to be used further by the co-simulation module. A validation strategy is then applied. If the performance results from the validation module are not convenient, then the I-codesign module is called again and a new mapping is recalculated. There is no upper bound on the created allocation by the I-codesign module. The designed system should be capable of running different configurations. By applying the proposed methodology, an allocation for each specified configuration is created. GenerateController() 15 : end procedure Algorithm 4 implements the R-codesign methodology. The input specification can be composed of multiple configurations scenarios where each scenario executes a set of tasks. Thus we define Tconf as the configuration table that will be the main input of Algorithm 4 and Number(conf) is a function that returns the number of tasks per configuration conf. Figure 3 represents the flow diagram of the methodology. R-codesign steps are stated as follows:
Algorithm 4 R-Codesign
A. TASK EXTRACTION R-codesign starts with extracting software functions and hardware behaviors from the system specification DAGs. It constructs a sub-DAG for each type of task elements. The task extraction is performed as follows.
to the software sub-DAG and ≺B j,i , B j−1,i to the hardware sub-DAG. During the extraction phase, we adjust the communication cost and the probability estimation of behaviors edges that are separated with function(s) or functions edges separated with behavior(s). As for the transfer cost, it is the sum of the individual communication cost of edges separating the communicating functions/behaviors. Regarding the edge probability, it is the product of the individual edge probability separating communicating functions/behaviors. For example, in Figure 2 , the probability on the edge connecting F 1,i to F 2,i is equal to 0.6×0.8 while the communication cost is 10 + 12. If there are more than one functions/behaviors that communicates with another function/behavior, i.e., more than one incoming edge in the nodes of the graph, then we adjust the communication cost related to the edge that will bind the two behaviors by summing the communication cost on each communicating path and considering the highest value of the communication cost. As to the adjusted probability, it is the sum of probability of the multiple paths (its value is 1 when the sum exceeds 1). As mentioned earlier, the path probability is the product of all the individual edges probability constituting the path.
B. I-CODESIGN FOR HARDWARE BEHAVIORS
The inclusion/exclusion constraints are hard constraints that generally decide the number of clusters to be created and lock the behaviors that are concerned in term of placement. If behaviors share the control of the same components, then they are deployed on the same FPGA. Since each behavior has its own design, FPGAs can have several implementations. Multiplexers can be used in order to switch from an implementation to another. The assignment of the behaviors based on this constraint is formalized as follows.
where Cl is a cluster created based on the exclusion/inclusion constraint. The number of the created clusters depends on the number of behaviors on the hardware DAG. Inclu(B j,i ) designates the behaviors that are related with inclusion to B j,i . Exclu(B j,i ) designates the behaviors that are related with exclusion to B j,i . Assign(Cl) groups the set of behaviors affected to the cluster Cl. We define N Cl as the number of elements associated to a cluster Cl. Each cluster created for hardware tasks Cl = {B 1,i , B 2,i , . . . , B N Cl ,i } is composed of behaviors and will be implemented on a single FPGA unit. The reconfigurable hardware device offers a certain amount of computational resources, e.g., the configurable logic blocks of a FPGA, which is also referred to as the S FPGA parameter of the device. At each iteration of the I-codesign methodology, a placement decision can affect the hardware units. Hence, the available area on the FPGA must be sufficient in order to execute the affected behaviors. Thus, we propose to apply the following constraint:
The third constraint concerns the bandwidth which is correlated to the transmission data rate and expressed in Bytes per seconds. The bandwidth affects the transmission capacity between the linked components (CPUs, FPGAs, IPs) and particularly when there are data dependencies between two tasks located in different hardware units. This dependency constraint is defined as follows: a behavior B p,i placed in a cluster Cl u depends on a behavior B j,i placed in a cluster Cl v :
where (6) In case of unavailable area or energy insufficiency, the problem is reported to the I-codesign methodology and another FPGA is allocated. When all these constraints are satisfied, the real-time feasibility is evaluated.
According to EDF scheduling algorithm, the feasibility is tested using the following Eq. (7) where U k is the utilization of the cluster Cl. The summary of the constraints that has to be respected at each step of the co-design for the hardware behaviors are given by
C. I-CODESIGN FOR SOFTWARE FUNCTIONS
Previously described equations (1) and (2) are also applicable to the software functions when dealing with the inclusion/exclusion constraints. Each created cluster Cl for software tasks resulting from I-codesign algorithms will be mapped to a CPU unit and is composed of N Cl functions. We assume that all the target MPSoC CPUs are homogeneous. Thus, they have common characteristics (S CPU ,..). For a given software sub-DAG of T i composed of n i,2 functions, the following constraints should be verified: The available memory on the designed CPUs at an iteration must be sufficient in order to place the affected functions. An extra CPU is designated in case of resource shortage. We define the memory space constraint as follows.
The bandwidth constraint is applied by following the equations (4) and (5) using functions F k,i instead of behaviors B j,i . The energy constraint is verified using equation (10) where V is the voltage and Ca is the capacitance of the corresponding processor.
Real-time feasibility is verified according to the EDF algorithm following the equation below.
where U k is the utilization of a cluster Cl, E sw is the execution time of F k,i and P sw is the period of F k,i . The summary of the constraints that have to be respected at each step of the co-design for the software functions are given by
D. HARDWARE SOFTWARE CO-SIMULATION
Hardware/software co-simulation allows to verify the feasibility of mixed hardware/software descriptions in term of timing constraints. Implementing the co-simulation consists in writing a set of HW components in VHDL and a set of SW components (C programs) and linking them together with communication interfaces. Finally, running co-simulation will lead to two important results: (i) the execution status whether it is a success or a failure. (ii) execution trace which can be used for further analysis. The concept of correctness of this verification is defined as follows: The system fails when it reaches an undefined state or its predefined time frame is violated and no time-out action is defined [37] . If the co-simulation fails, then a remapping scheme is calculated using the I-codesign module. VOLUME 6, 2018
E. CONTROLLER GENERATION
The software specification is divided into configurations. Each configuration has a set of tasks to be executed when initiated. Initially, a boot configuration is loaded. However, a reconfiguration can occur at run-time which requires to reconfigure (replace, re-parameter, change the functionality, etc) of the system tasks. Therefore, a pre-calculated mapping of all the possible configuration scenarios is necessary and will lead to better performance. Thus, we propose to build a controller module that manages the reconfiguration. It acts following internal or external events that induce reconfigurations. When executing the R-codesign process, a matrix is constructed based on the output of each partitioned configuration (task set). In fact, the task mapping to the execution platform is stored in the controller matrix along with its corresponding execution scenario. Hence, when the system is executing and a reconfiguration occurs, the constructed table is consulted and the proper partitioning according to the I-codesign scheme is applied. The controller receives internal or external events and initiates a necessary reconfiguration. Figure 4 shows the state diagram of the controller. An example of the controller matrix is presented in Figure 5 where the specification is composed of three tasks T 1 , T 2 and T 3 and two configurations conf 1 = {T 1 , T 2 , T 3 } and conf 2 = {T 1 , T 2 }. The number of lines in this matrix is equal to γ the number of possible configurations. The number of columns is equal to R i n i,1 + n i,2 . The matrix associates each task function/behavior with a specified PE (Processing Unit: CPU, FPGA) when the corresponding configuration is selected.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. R-CODESIGN ENVIRONMENT: SPEX
We develop a co-design execution environment that is called SPEX. It provides a toolbox in order to create a hardware/software system description according to the proposed design models and implements the co-design algorithms. It proposes a flexible task set generator for different scenarios and purposes. The tool places the software specification following several design constraints as inclusion/exclusion parameters, probabilistic execution of the software tasks, available memory and energy on the hardware units and real-time parameters. At each iteration, it constructs the controller table that stores all the possible execution scenarios. For simulation purposes the tool loads a specification file, reads the software and hardware characteristics, applies the co-design algorithms and generates the controller table along with memory and energy estimation. Figure 6 summarizes the general tool structure. The tool is composed of four different parts: 1) Task set Generator (TSG), 2) Task Decompositioner (TD), 3) Task Partitioner (TP), 4) Execution Environment (EE). TSG should be set with parameters such as CPU utilization and the desired number of tasks, and then it creates a task set that is called a configuration. The design constraints (probability, inclusion/exclusion, communication costs, and dependency) are randomly generated by the tool. The generated configuration is passed as input to TD which decomposes the tasks into elementary functions with design constraints. TG produces the task graphs. Then, TP performs the partitioning algorithms and generates optimized clusters. Figure 7 summarizes the TP structure. Finally, EE executes each cluster on the associated computing unit and collects results for reporting energy and memory utilization and controller status. The output results allow the assessment of using static partitioning stored in the controller table (generated by I-codesign) and permits us to compare the I-codesign methodology with a legacy dynamic mapping scheme.
B. A CASE STUDY
We consider a system having two possible configurations denoted by conf 1 and conf 2 . This system is specified by a task graph composed of three tasks T 1 , T 2 and T 3 according to R-codesign modeling techniques. The required memory size of the application is 2.3 MB where T 1 , T 2 and T 3 require respectively 1.5 MB, 0.5 MB and 0.3 MB. The composition of each configuration is: conf 1 = {T 1 , T 2 } and conf 2 = {T 1 , T 3 }. Figure 8 presents the DAG of the task T 1 . The target hardware is an MPSoC composed of two identical tiles where each tile has a CPU, a reconfigurable unit and a local memory. The local memory's size is of 1.2 MB.
The reconfigurable device includes one million gates. The master and slave tiles are connected to a shared bus. Arbitration is resolved by a bus arbiter. It periodically examines pending requests from the master and grants access using arbitration mechanisms specified by the bus protocol.
The maximum bandwidth of the communication links is 1 Mbps. Each CPU has a 10 Watt power consumption. The operating frequency Freq range is [150..250] Mhz. Software and hardware parameters used in R-codesign phases are listed respectively in Tables 1 and 2 . In this case study, the partitioning results as well as the controller generation are of main focus. Following are descriptions of SPEX steps applied to this case study.
1) TASK EXTRACTION
The task extraction builds the software functions and the hardware behaviors graphs. The probability and the communication cost are recalculated according to the connections roots and leaves on the original task's DAG. Figures 9 and 10 present the extraction of the software and hardware DAGs.
2) FUNCTIONAL PARTITIONING
This step evaluates the inclusion/exclusion constraints and generates initial clusters with locked functions/behaviors.
Then it optimizes the number of generated clusters since their creation depends on these inclusion/exclusion constraints. The verification phase applied on the created clusters succeeds since the placements meet these constraints (8) and (12) . Figure 11 shows the initial clusters created after applying the functional partitioning algorithm on the hardware/software DAGs.
3) HIERARCHICAL PARTITIONING
This phase optimizes the communication costs on communication links since it stores the most probabilistic traffic on the same processor. It also optimizes the processor occupations and assigns tasks to the maximum load of processors. Figure 12 shows the resulted clusters after applying the hierarchical partitioning algorithm.
The verification phase applied on the created clusters succeeds since the placements respect (8) and (12). 
4) Kernighan-Lin OPTIMIZATION
This phase aims to optimize the resulting clusters from the hierarchical clustering phase by iterative improvements. In our partitioning process, a combination of two metrics is used in order to optimize the traffic circulation of the system: the communication cost and the probabilistic estimations of the executions. Figure 13 shows the optimized clusters after applying the kernighan-Lin algorithm. The verification phase applied to the optimized clusters succeeds since the placements respect (8) and (12).
5) CONTROLLER GENERATION
For each configuration, SPEX runs R-codesign on the hardware/software specification and constructs the controller matrix. The generated matrix for this case study is showed in Figure 14 . The output of SPEX is also presented in Figure 15 . 
C. EVALUATION
To evaluate the R-codesign methodology, several task sets of different dimensions are generated. The generated tasks are processed through SPEX and we obtain the generated controller matrix along with the mapping scheme of each execution scenario.
For performance simulation, we use ARTS framework which is a simulation tool for user-driven abstract MPSoC design explorations. Hence, The framework allows to: (i) model processing elements (PE), memory units and interconnect, (ii) investigate PE utilization, memory usage, communication issues, and energy/power consumption, and (iii) analyze the causality between MPSoC components i.e., resource constrains and inter-dependencies [38] . The application model is based on task graphs, where the exact functionality of a task is abstracted away and expressed using a set of timing constraints (execution time, deadline and offset). Recording files are generated providing an overview on the architecture-under-test, the profile of the application, the PE utilization, the memory and communication costs. ARTS model captures the impact of the dynamic and unpredictable behavior on processor, memory and communication performance. In particular, it focuses on analyzing the impact of application mapping on the processor and memory utilization taking the on-chip communication latency into account.
The evaluated performance parameters that are taken into account are the total communication costs of the system functions/behaviors, the total consumed energy during the system execution, the total number of exchanged messages, and the total execution time of the grouped task sets. The generated results when varying the utilization on CPUs and FPGAs are compared with two partitioning and scheduling algorithms: the work reported in [27] which proposes a task allocation algorithm based on clustering. This work that finds a near optimal solution and tries to minimize the total system cost by forming a cluster of tasks in such a way that the cluster, having minimum execution cost, is allocated first. Then comes the second work [28] which proposes an algorithm to extend the battery life by partitioning and scheduling the input task wisely. We also compare the performance results from the traditional approach TA that during the run-time reconfiguration calculates the appropriate mapping of tasks into processors with R-codesign R-co. Figures 16, 17, 18 and 19 present the performance resulting from randomly generated task sets. Figure 16 describes the communication costs in term of delays of the transfer through the communication medium while Figure 19 enumerates the transferred messages. The comparison between the evaluated approaches has demonstrated that R-codesign offers better performance results particularly with large utilization factors and high number of nodes on the specification DAGs. These enhancements are due to probabilistic estimation of the communicated functions/behaviors that store dependent tasks with high chances to be executed successively on same PEs. Another advantage of R-codesign is the pre-calculated mapping of the possible reconfigurations at run-time. This step helps significantly to minimize the reconfiguration overhead which is made clear from the comparison with TA. Due to these changes a reduction by 30% of the global execution time is observed. Since execution time is a crucial performance parameter of the embedded system design, adopting the proposed idea improves significantly the response time. Compared with existing works, it is shown from the graphs that R-codesign improves the communication costs with an average of 10% and therefore the exchanged messages are reduced by an average of 12%. Simulation results show that this contribution has few benefits: (i) the number of exchanged messages has been noticeably reduced, and (ii) the global execution time has been minimized. Hence, the energy consumption will be reduced as a result of decreased execution time. Another advantage of R-codesign is its validation tests (see equation systems (8) and (12)) that avoid any issues related to a lack of resources.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a complete methodology for modeling, partitioning and validating reconfigurable embedded system design. We expose in this paper probabilistic estimation of the executions and a mathematical formalization of the design constraints. The obtained performance improvement of the proposed techniques in terms of communication costs (the number of exchanged messages), consumed energy and required CPU time has been verified. Furthermore, the new partitioning combination of iterative, constructive and functional techniques allows efficient and optimized placements of software/hardware specification while respecting the constrained resources. We proposed an execution model for R-codesign methodology that relies on a controller module that stores all the possible reconfiguration scenarios and manages the system tasks whenever a reconfiguration event occurs. Finally, we developed the SPEX tool which allows to: (i) write a specification according to the R-codesign system model, (ii) apply the new partitioning techniques and (iii) generate the controller table. We are working on enhancing SPEX and from a future perspective we intend to explore tasks migration mechanisms for an optimal reconfiguration process [39] . Future work includes considering the exsitence of faults [40] in a reconfigurable embedded system and the case of partially known system models [41] using a Petri net models or finite state automata. 
